Abstract. The current research on finite iterated function system has been quite mature, and infinite iterated function system satisfying the open set condition also made some important results. This paper introduces the discrete element theory and fractal geometry theory into the separation of countable infinite iterated function system calculation, and sets up a discrete element fractal equation of infinite iterated function. In order to verify the effectiveness and reliability of discrete element model and algorithm, this paper uses MATLAB of matrix sum function to calculation software to test of the model, and obtains the discrete approximation curve of countable infinite iterated function by numerical simulation. In order to test the universality of algorithm, this paper calculates the iteration speed of three algorithms, we find that the three algorithms can achieve good function iterative discrete approximation, and have good effect fractal of genetic algorithm. It provides the theoretical basis for the research of countable infinite iterated function system.
Introduction
Discrete element method is a numerical simulation method to solve discontinuous media problem, its application in the calculation of iterative function can realize the fractal of iterative function. MATLAB is commercial mathematical software produced by MathWorks Company, which is used for high-level technical computing language and interactive environment of algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis and numerical computing, including MATLAB and Simulink. This paper uses the discrete element theory to establish the mathematical model of countable infinite iterated function separation, and uses MATLAB software to realize the function of programming process [1, 2] . Finally, through the Simulink of MATLAB toolbox we experiment algorithm on the mathematical model, and obtain the separation characteristics of countable infinite iterated function. It provides a new computer method for infinite iterated function system.
MATLAB Discrete Element Method Overview of Infinite Iterative Function
The MATLAB matrix sum function calculation is the most commonly used software. It has powerful matrix calculation function and supports programmable function iterative calculation [3] . Numerical simulation module Simulink module has many ready-made functions to select, which is a very efficient mathematical tool. This paper chooses Simulink iterative function calculation of MATLAB toolbox to program the countable infinite iterated function programming and solve discrete solution, and gets function iterative solution. Figure 1 shows the solving process of countable infinite iterated function system [4] . Firstly it uses the discrete element theory to do discrete treatment on the function, by using the function partition divides the function into discrete element form, then solves function by iterative method, finally obtains function discrete solution. Iterative function is divided into finite iterative and non iterative. This paper uses the countable infinite iterated function, so in the iterative calculations it needs to assume that the iterations are n [5] . For the function
, for the positive integer of n, we can get:
, from the formula (1) we know the conclusion is right. When k n  , the conclusion is also right.
, the conclusion is also right. By the inductive principle, we know the conclusion is right. In order to realize the function fractal, we first introduce the discrete element theory, coupled with the discrete initial data.
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In the process of calculation, we can use the double logarithmic curve to establish the relationship between ) ( N and . Through the fitting of line slope, it can achieve fractal of iterative function [6] . And the first order fractal dimension function is:
Two order fractal dimension is:
I order fractal dimension is:
In order to realize the iterative and fractal dimension of infinite iterated function, this paper uses MATLAB software to program the countable infinite iterative function; the main program used is as follows: 
Ddiscrete Calculation Numerical Simulation of Countable Infinite Iterative Function
In order to verify the validity and reliability of mathematics model and algorithm for infinite iterative function designed in second part, this paper uses professional simulation software MATLAB to calculate the countable infinite iterated function system. Compared to the previous version, this version can use the effective profile, 10 functional C code generation and 11 functional GPU acceleration, which can achieve image separation to make the separation of countable infinite iterative function system calculation more quickly. Figure 2 shows the curve changing with time using MATLAB iterative calculation. From the chart we can see, in the initial stage, the approximation degree is close to 0, with the increase number of iterations, the discrete approximation degree is more and more high, finally close to 1, which proves the validity and reliability of the algorithm [7] . When applying it in the multidimensional countable infinite iterative function system, we obtain the results as shown in Figure 3 . Fig. 3 Discrete process of iterative function system Figure 3 shows the separation process on iterated function systems by using MATLAB toolbox Simulink. From the chart we can see, in the 3D distribution of the coordinate space, discrete element can effectively decompose function [8] . Through the function of fractal, we can extract discrete function with a certain separation characteristics. Fig. 4 Iterative separation results of discrete element function Figure 5 shows the separation results of countable infinite function obtained by discrete element method. Using discrete element theory, MATLAB will discrete the function into unit to solve function matrix in each unit, so as to realize the separation characteristic function. Figure 5 shows the approximation process curve of countable infinite iterated function separation using different algorithms [9] . From the chart we can see, the speed of different algorithms function separation calculation is different, the computing task can be completed in 400 step iterative calculation. The calculation results parameters are as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows the infinite iterative discrete results with different algorithms. From the table we can see that the discrete approximation degree of three kinds of algorithms are relatively high, the iterative steps of fractal genetic algorithm require the least number, with high calculation fast, which is an efficient iterative algorithm.
Fig. 2 Discrete element iterative comparison calculation process

Summary
This paper establishes the mathematical model of countable infinite iterative function system, and does discrete treatment on the equation using the discrete element form, and gets the fractal structure of infinite iterated function system. By means of n fractal it realizes the infinite iteration calculation. We use MATLAB software to program the solution procedure of countable infinite iteration, and get the separation effect and discrete approximation curve of infinite iterated function by numerical simulation. Through the solving of countable infinite iterated function, we get the function separation process and results. From three different algorithms comparison analysis, the speed of fractal algorithm designed in this paper is fastest, with less number of iterations and relatively good performance.
